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Dear Subscribers,

We will be out of the office on Friday to attend to some critical personal

business, returning to the office Monday morning.

We appreciate this will mean missing the US Employment report release.

Yet the markets are now more so attendant to ‘macro’ factors, as we have
noted for many weeks leading up to President Trump’s recent tariffs
threats that are reinforcing ‘Accelerated Uncertaintitus’; which is our
extended theme since early this week.

Due to the recent resurgence of volatility, we have been careful to extend the

Evolutionary Trend View (ETV) to include more far reaching key price

levels in the research note distributed as promised for this morning after the

ECB rate decision and press conference. We are confident this should serve

you until our return.

Thanks for your understanding of our need to address our personal need,

and we look forward to resuming our ‘macro’ perspectives and the

technical Evolutionary Trend View on Monday.

Best regards-
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